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1.-     INTRODUCTION 

The under-development of Spain's reaearch  etructure do«« 
not correspond to  the economic  development  lavai which 
tha country  hai  reached,  and this   lack of  own  technology 
ia going to  compromit«  thi«  davalopmant   in tha  futura. 

Actually,  tha trada  balano« deficit   ia largaly  dua to tha 

insufficient   technological and innovation  level of Spain'a 

exports, and  to a  leaser extent,  to the coat of importing 

taehnology  (250 million  dollars during tha firat six months 

of 1976), and also   fundamentally it  is dua  to the oommeroial 
limitations that this  imposée. 

In  1975,  Spain's  investment«  in the  public  seator of 

scientific and technical  research  amounted  to   200 million 

doliera,  which  is   0,240  par 100  of  the  Groes   Domestic 

Product.    Comparing  theaa  figures  with the research expen- 
diture  publiahed by   the  O.E.CD.,   it  can  be  aaan that 

countries such aa   Italy,   Belgium and Holland   (which  ia also 

classified low compared  to the most  endued),   invest betwean 

0,5 to 0,8 par 100  of their Groas  Domeatic Product  in 

research in  the public sector.     Spain standa  far below thaaa 

figurea, and to bring har to an acceptable  level,  invest- 

ment« made in reaearch mattare  in Spain ahould be urgently 

raised to reach thaaa sea« levels of the a.D.P.     This 

would mean an appreciable drive for her technological and 

•oononic davalopmant and  for improving living atandarda, 

2.-     THE  SUPERIOR  BOARD   FOR  SCIENTIFIC   RESEARCH   (C.S.I.C) 

Tha C.S.I.C.   la an  organism of tha Miniatry of Education 

and Sciance  (M.E.C.)  which groups and co-ordinates tha 

raeeerch inatitutaa  that  are dependent on  it«     Among theaa 

institute« ara soma   that are devoted to Humanities which 

ia all do not excaad  3,5% of tha total raaoureaa assigned 

to tha C.S.I.C,  which in turn represent  one  fourth of tha 

total research invastaenta made in tha public aaotor. 



In   1975,  the  CS.I.e.   administered   50   million  dollars. 

This   is   insufficient  not   only   to  move   development  of 

other activities,   but  even  to  sufficiently   cover  the 

work   lines  that  ar«.   being  exercised,   to  obtain  satis- 

factory   results. 

Moreover,  the expenses   of   th«  personnel  of  the  C.S.I.C. 

on  an  average  mean   65  per  100  of the   total  budget.     If 

tha   infra-structure   expenses  are also  considered,  than 

thare  are no allowances   over to  execute  tha programs 

in   the   ordinary budget.      In  certain   work  areas,   the 

centres  have programs  which  fall  within  the Development 

Plan,   but others  do   not   have  this.     This   means   an  anomaly 

for  the  work possibilities  of  the  centres. 

Prevision  for expenses  within  the  hext   few  years  should 

be   made  bearing  in  mind  the  studies   that   have been made 

by   various  countriea  on   research  costs,   which show a 

60   par   100  incidence  of   rhe total expenses   for the per- 

sonnel  item. 

ANNEX   I  gives a complete   list of the   research centres  of 

tha   C.S.I.C«,  nxcluding  those  that  correspond to  Humanities, 

3. -   DESCRIPTION   OF   A   RESEARCH   CENTRE   OF   THE   C.S.I.C.: 

THE   INSTITUTE   OF   INDUSTRIAL  AUTOMATICS 

Tha Institute of Industrial Automatics (I.A.I.) has baan 

formed based on two key functional concepts. Whilst the 

research and technical assistance activities are developed 

based on four specific fields of knowledge, the Centra's 

operative unit is madn up of the research program which in 

each case is defined as a result of deep inter-action in 

tha trinomial: Administration/Productive Sector/Research 

Cantra. 
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fly the tarns "Field of Knowledge" we mean the set of 

affined disciplines, within th« general structura of 

Automatica» which embodies a team of rassarch workars 

reeponeible for maintaining thia speciality at a high 

aciantific and technical level.  The four fields of 

knowledge which we aupport are: Analogic and Digital 

Techniques, Supervision and Control of Procasses by 

means of Computarsi Control and Regulation of Induatrial 

Processesi and Itoatruraentation and Metrology. Each ra- 

aaarch program ia developed using personnel from one or 

various of the fielde of knowledge, according to the 

acientific-technical specialities Involved and th« de- 

gree of development demanded by the concern to which 

th« reaaarch program is directed. 

Within th« I.A.I.'a atructura there ia alao an admin- 

istrativ« typa aaction and othara with activitiaa 

related with reaaarch (Prospectives Section and Project 

Control, Development and Standardization Saction and 

Induatrial Tests and Measurements Section) which permit 

th« enaemble to form an aaaentially technological, 

harmonic body with a large working capacity within the 
sectora in ita charge. 

The Proapactivaa and Project Control Section incorporates 

a series of services aimed at facilitating the generation 

and execution of the research programa. 

A program ia generated baaad on a raaearch aubjaot which 

•ay aria« through different channelas 

-Relations with the Adminiatration 

-Relatione with the Induatry 

-Proapective studiae 

-Transformation of other programa in force 

-Initiatives of the raaaaroh workars themselves. 



The  choice  of subjects   which  will  turn  into  programs 
is  made  based on assessing   their  social,  economic 
profitability»  their  feasibility   and their  contribution 
towards   the  nation's  technological  estate. 

In  executing the researcn   programs,  the  Prospectives 
and  Project  Control Section   has   a  twofold  job.     On  the 
one  hand  it  offers  the   research   team the necessary 
backing  in  terms  of technical,   scientific  information 
and  in  providing  material   elements,    on  the   other  hand 
in  collaboration with   tnis   team   it  develops   a   program 
of  the  work  to be  carried   out. 

This  programming,  which   is   sufficiently  dynamic  and 
flexible,   at  all times   adapts  to  the cnanges   that 
inevitably  appear in  the   course  of  the  research,   per- 
mittingthe   possibilities   of   Warehouse of  Materials, 
Designing,   Workshop  (Mechanical  and Electronic)  and 
Development  to be  continuously   suited to meet   the  pro- 
gram  demands.     It  likewise   permits  a control   to be   kept 
over  its  progress  in both   questions of  costs   and 
execution  dates. 

It   is   the  task of the   Development   and Standardization 
Section  to  establish  tne   link  between  the  Centre's 
research  activity and   the   country's  industrial  reality 
in  terms  of manufacturing   methods,  technical   specific- 
ations   and   fulfilment   of   norms. 

It»  task,   which  is especially   important   in  an  essentially 
technological  Institute,   consists  of transforming  the 
laboratory  prototype  into   an   industrial  prototype,   whose 
completion  level will  in   each  case  depend on   the  withes 
of  the  person handling   the   exploitation. 
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This  task  requires   a   thorough  knowledge   of   the  norma 
which   the products   have   to conform  with   in   their manu- 
facture,   use   and   maintenance,   and  the   factors   condition- 
ing  a  choice   of   the   components   Ly   reason   of   the   real 
working   conditions   and   the  supply   possibilities. 

The Development and Standardization Section even issues 
technical papers, list of materials and standards to go 
by,   and   quality   control. 

Another   important   facet   of  this  ¿action   is   in  getting 
the   research   teams   to   know  the  requirements   that   the 
future   industrialization  of  the prototype     is   imposing 
on   their creative   work. 

Thus  the  double  aspect   of  this  Section's   connections 
which   it   represents   between  the   researcti   worker  and 
the  beneficiary   is   completed. 

The   Industrial  Tests   and  Measurements   Section  covers 
the  needs  which  the   Development  and   Standardization 
Section  presents   in   questions  of  tests   over  fulfilling 
norms,   regarding   its   own   industrial   prototypes.     Its 
task  is   also  to attend   to  those  industrials  and  uses 
who   request     its   help,   issuing  verdicts,   technical 
reports   or certificates   based on national   and   inter- 
national  standards. 

When  executing  its   work   this  involves   perfecting  a 
wide   range  of  measurement  and  test   techniques!   carry- 
ing   out   model  elements   or  reference   ones   and  even  the 
design  and construction   of  specific   devices. 

The   following  can   be  mentioned among   all   the  research 
programs  currently   being   carried out: 
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-Automatization of electriu furnace steelworks. 

-Tele-control and tele-measurement system with 

micro-pro¿essors. 

-Automatic control of atmosphère composition, 

-Digital simulation of a tactic process. 

-Tension regulators. 

-Optimal design by meann of printed circuit computer. 

-Automatic regulation of the ion dissolution con- 

centration. 

-Remote control programmable automatic system by 

party line. 

-Numeric control of machine tools. 

•*•- TWO EXPERIENCES BY THE ADMINISTRATION TO PROMOTE 

RESEARCH 

4,i  The Foreign Technology Transfer Contracts Register 

(TTE) 

The Ministry of Industry has created this register, 

whose objectives are described below, and also the 

measures used: 

Objectives» 

-Detailed knowledge by the Public Administration of 

the contents of the technology acquired and the con- 

ditions of its acquisition. 

-Clarification of the foreign technology acquisition 

market. 

-Knowledge of the kinds of technology that are object 

of Transfer, by the National Research Centres. 

Ml 
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-Potentiate   the engineering  and  national assessment. 

-Promote  adaptation of  the   transferred technology 
and  the   company's  later  technological development. 

Measures : 

-Requirement to submit a Report, in addition to the 
contract and corresponding documentary justification, 
which on a standardized form will include information 
and data about the contracting parties, technological 
contents of the transfer, scope end conditions of the 
agreement   and payment  previsions. 

•Periodic   diffusion  of  certain  minimum data   «bout  the 
contracting  parties and   the   object of the  contract. 

»Create   a   Data Bank  based   on   the  documentation   of  the 
TrE  Contracts  Register,   to   proceed with  information 
to the   industry, with the   due  precautions  and  protection 
of anything  that could  constitute an  industrial   secret. 

-Establish   a  Clearing House   to  attract intermediaries   in 
TTE. 

-Periodic   information to   th*i   National Research  Centres 
about   the   technological  contents of the contracts, 
safe-guarding its  industrial   secret. 

•Obligation  on the part  of   the   companies with  state 
participation  or who enjoy   industrial promotion  benefits 
granted  by   the State,  to   ask   the national  engineering 
and consulting companies   for  tenders,  before   contracting 
technical  services and  studies  with a foreign  company. 
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-Requirement  to   justify the  need   to  contract  with  the 
foreign  company   when there   is  a   proven  capacity   that 
the  Spanish engineering can  supply  the   service with  an 
equivalent  quality  and reliability  as   the  foreign   firm. 

-Condition  of  the   inscription  in   the  Technology  Transfer 
Contraeta  Register,   upon  suspension  of  contractual 
clauses  that   condition or  limit   generation of  improve- 
ments and  innovations  in the technology received,   on 
the  part   of the   Spanish  firm.     There  will be  a  notific- 
ation to  the  receiver so  he  can   justify ths  situation, 
and  if necessary  modify or adapt   the  clauses  in  question. 

-Establish an  incentivas system  for  the adaptation   efforts 
of  ths  technology  received  or generation of mixed 
technologies  and   stimuli  for re-export  of technology 
adapted  by  the   receiver. 

***2    The  Scientific  and  Technical Research  Advisory  Commission 

Within the  Ministry  of the   Presidency  of the Government, 
there  is   an organism calisi the  Scientific   and Technical 
Research  Advisory  Commission,  whose  job  it  is  to  promote 
research  in the   country.     In  1975   this  organism handlsd 
around  20  million  dollars.     These   funds  ars  channelled 
in  three  different  ways, according  to  which entities 
will rsceive the aid. 

Although  its  main purpose  is  not   really  to  improve 
cooperation between   industriee  and official centrée, 
we  understand   it  can  and  in   fact   has  been en efficient 
weapon for this  cooperation. 

The  research  promotion methods  ueed arai   Reeearch   Aid} 
Concerted  Plans  and  Research Associations. 
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Research  Aid 

These  are   subsidies  awarded   to official   research centres 
belonging   to   the   University,   to  the  Higher   Board  for 
Scientific   Hesuarch or   to  other Ministeries   (Nuclear 
Lnergy   Board;  Agronomic   Research   Institute;   Aero- 
spacial  Research   Institute   etc.). 

Each   year   it   convokes   offers   in  the  Official   State 
Gazette,  and  the   centres  should  present   a  detailed 
program of  the   research  work   they   propose  carrying  out, 
indicating:   Interest  of  the   subject,  programming of 
jobs,   approximate   execution   dates,   background  of  the 
research-workers   who are  going  to   undertake  this  and 
expressly  mentioning  their  experience   in  the  matter} 
the  necessary  estimate   duly   justified,   etc. 

The  programs  presented  aro   judged   by  a   group   of experts 
on  the  matter.     Those   who  obtain  a   subsidy  are  compelled 
to  present   six  monthly   reports  to   the  Advisory  Commission. 
for  each  one,  there  is   also   an administrator  appointed 
by   the Advisory  Commission   who should  supervise  that 
the   Plan  is  being   fulfilled,   and  at  the   same  time 
advise and  help   the  subsidized centre as   far  as possible« 
Although   its  current   operation does  not   signify an 
increase   in   the   inaustry/official   research  centres 
relations,   we  feel  that  as   it  raises  a   need   for pro- 
gramming,   for marking  timet*,   for   fixing   interest  in  the 
results,   it  could  prove  an  efficient   instrument  in  this 
collaboration.      To defend  the abovb,   we   would  consider 
the   interest  that  would  be   had  if   regarding  the official 
centres/industry   contacts   it   become compulsory  that   the 
Application  for  this  subsidy  be  accompanied  by a 
critical opinion  on the  feasibility and   interest  of  the 
use   of the  possible  results,   issued  by   national companies 
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in the sector and on which this research would incide. 

By issuing this report, the companies would not only 

know the success but also their projects and form of 

work and the centre, for its part would know the 

possibilities and needs of the companies in the sector, 

and in this way would be able to accomodate its research 

plans better. 

Also very often and with these contacts, research 

subjects would be found of such industrial interest 

that the possible research aid could turn into a con- 

tract  between the centre and the company.  In all 

events we understand that this subsidy method should 

preferably cover the basic research subjects  or ones 

which even being applied, constitute a long term 

investment.  This research is hardly ever undertaken 

by an industrial company in a developing nation, and 

it should therefore be carried out with State backing, 

but demanding a serious execution regarding the country's 

future possibilities of making use of same.  In our 

opinion, this is potentiated with the method described 

which involves all the companies in the sector, with 

their possibilities and problematics, within the pro- 

gram. 

Concerted Research Plana 

These consist of contracts with a private company 

whereby this agrees to develop research with a determined 

estimate, deadline and form.  The Advisory Commission 

grants the company a loan of up to 50% of the total 

estimate, with reimbursement conditions that are 

extremely ^..leficial to the Company.  The research 

programs that the companies \ resent are usually medium 

and short term development o:« applied research. 
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Theee  projects   an  studied   by   members   of  the  Advisory 
Commission  who  are  experts   on   tne  matter,  obtaining 
the   advice  of those whom  they   consider   appropriata. 
The  approved  programs  are  supervised  all  the time 
they   are   being  executed  by  an   eight   member executive 
Commission:   two   belonging  to   the  company  and  six  to 
the   Administration.     This   Lxacutive  Commission  will 
supervise   the  success  of  the   project,   and its  task   will 
not   only  be  to  supervise  but   also to assess. 

In  these  Executive  Commissions  there  are  two members 
representing the  Higher Board  of  Scientific Research 
and  one  member   for  the  public   research   organisms,   who 
is  also  normally  member of  the  Higher   Board of  Scientific 
Research.     As this  Executive   Commission   is  in close 
touch  with  the  company  during  the  years   that the  program 
is  in   force,  a  vary  important   relation   is obtained  be- 
tween   industry  and  official  centres,   and  in many  cases 
this  relationship  has  led  to   resesrch  contracts  on 
these  or  completely  different   subjects. 

We  consider that   the Concertad  Plans  are a very   inter- 
esting  way  of promoting the   industrial   development   that 
should be  taken   into consideration  for   developing  nations. 
However  we  also  understand  that  its  effectiveness  would 
improve a  great   deal  if  the   following   innovation  were 
introduced: 

All  the  projects  received would be  informed on  by  the 
official  research  centres  specislissd   in  the mattar,   in 
addition  to the reports  that   ars currently receivad. 
Theaa  official  centres would  not  only  give their  opinion 
on the  interest  and feasibility of the   msttsr,   but  they 
would  indicate repetitions of  efforts,   and also the 
possibility of carrying out  part of tha  ressarc-h  in 
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official   centres,    justifying   this   possibility   and 

also   the   cost  of   this   part.      In  all   events   this   report 
would   be   forwarded   to   the  petitioner  company   without 

this   having   more   than   n  merely   informative   value   for 

them.      The   main   advantages  of   this   report   would  be: 

-The   official  centres   would   have   a   more   thorough 

knowledge   of  the   true   proülema  and  wishes   of   the 

companies   in  their   sector,   as   they   would   have   to 

make   a   deep   study   of   all  the   projects   presented. 

-The   companies   would   know  the   interest   and   the 

possibilities  of   the   research   centres   regarding 

the   subjects  that   really   interest   them. 

-Some   projects  which   could  not   be   subsidized   by   the 

Advisory   Commission   could  perhaps   be  made   between 

the   company  and   the   official   centre,   in   accordance 

with   the   new  outlook   and  estimate   that   is   deduced 

from   t he   report. 

-Another   variant   that   co>Id   promote   thie   relationship 

between   industry/official  organism   is   the   possibility 

that   if   there   is   a  cooperation   with  an   official  or- 

ganism  to   carry   out   part  cf   the   research,   the  Advis- 

ory   Commission  M ould   grant   special  treatment   regard- 

ing   repaying that   part   of  the  loan   used   to   pay  the 

contract   with   this   official   organism. 

Finally   it   is  important   to  bear   in  mind   for   developing 

countries   that  could  establish  a   similar  system,   that 

these   methods  for   promoting  research  are   maimed  unless 

the  State   creates   a  special  posterior  promotion  system 

for those  products  which  arise   from  these  technologies. 

The   industrial  is   more   in need  of  a   policy   on   the 

part   of   the »Asiministration  regarding  own   technology 
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products  th*n  loans   and  «ven  subsidies   that  permit 
them  to   develop  technologies  which  cover  non-s£ .leable 
products.     We  should   not   forget   that   in   developing 
countries,   the  main   client   of   advanced   technology 
products   is   usually   the  Administration   and  organisms 
that   depend  on   same. 

Researcn  Associations 

The  Advisory  Commission promotes   the  creation  of   Re- 
search   Associations.     These  Associations  are  made   up 
of  companies  that   have  similar  industrial activities 
and  their  objective   is   to  develop   work   programs   of 
common   interest,   constituting  what  are   known as  Coop- 
erative   Research  Centres.     As  Annex  II   we  have   included 
a  list   of  current   Research Associations. 

The  Advisory Commission  subsidizes  these  Associations 
in part   of their  budget,  which  may  reach   up  to   50%   in 
the   first   years  of   its  operation.     Later  on,   the   State 
contribution drops   until   it   only   depends  on the   quotas 
of  the  associate  companies,  as   it   is   considered   that 
the  Advisory Commission's  role   is   fundamentally   to  pro- 
note and  get  as  many   of these  Associations  underway  as 
possible. 

As  for  tne  subject   we  are  concerned  with  here,   namely 
the  Industry-Official   Research  Centres   relation,   the 
Research  Associations  play an  important   role,   in  view 
of  the   following  reasons: 

-Should   they  be  expecting  to obtain  State  subvention, 
they  are obliged  by   law to  use  those  official  centres 
that   exist,  as  research centres,   provided they   cover 
the areas of  interest  of their  speciality,     In  this way 
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•fferts  an not  doubled and   the  State's  investment« 
in research are  taken advantage  of  better. 

-A  large   number of   Associations   have a strong  connection 
with  Research Centres  of the   c.S.l.C,  and  some  of then 
have  actually arisen  around  these  Centres.     In   these 
cases,   the  communication  between   industrial   sector and 
the  research workers   working   in   the  disciplines   that 
affect   them,  is  strongly potentiated. 

•The  research programs,  many  of  which are  developed in 
Official  Centres,   are approved,   followed  and  supervised 
by the  Association   Board,  made   up  of a majority  of company 
men.     These company   men start   getting to  know   the possib- 
ilities   of the  Centre» and co-lateral relations   are 
established between  their companies and the  research 
centres. 

-The  Reeearch Associations  usually  take charge,   amongst 
others,   of tasks  relating to  achieving a  technical 
standardization  for  the  industrial  sector.     For  this. 
Commissions are  formed which   join  representatives of 
the  official rssearch centres   with  those  of th«   industrial 
companies.     When  the  possible   standards are  discussed, 
the  real   nature of  the problems  of manufacture,   quality 
control,   and measures  regarding  homologation  become 
known   far  more thoroughly than   in any other way,   in  short: 
the  real  state of  the  sector's   technology. 
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Sponsored  by   the   ufficiai   Chamber  of   Industry   and   Commerce 

in  Madrid,   this   foundation   haa  recently   been  created.   The 

following  points   are  wœtti   mentioning   in   its   by-lawss 

-Promote   and  develop   the   fields  oí   knowledge,   dialogue  and 

cooperation  between   the   University   and   the  Company.    In  other 

words,   between   the   Universities  with   headquarters   in   Madrid, 

and  the   Companies   which   thia   unites,   interesting   it   in  the 

latter's   activities  and   reciprocally. 

-Look   for   means   of   cooperation  between   one  Institution  and 

the  other,   so  that   their   mutual  knowledge  permits   them  to 

resolve   the  problems   that   the  Company   is   faced   with   today 

regarding training   its   leaders,  and   also  in developing the 

Applied   Technical   Research,   and  correlaiively,   the   Unive»- 

sity,   which  perhaps   ignores   the  latter's   needs   in   formulating 

its   Study   Plans,   and  those   of  reform   and  modernization  of 

the  General  Technical   Education, 

-Promote,   protect   and  sponsor  studies   and  research   work about 

the  University  and  the  Company and  make   them  known   so  that 

people  are  familiar  with   the  actual  problem of   its   relations 

and promote  effective  solutions and  work,  by  fixing   common 

objectives. 

-Draw   up,   publish   and edit   books or  publications  of   all 

kinds,   periodically or  circumstantially,   on subjects   and 

questions  to do   with the   foundation's   objectives,   and  also 

collaborate  in  periodic   publications   and  other  means  of 

diffusion that  could  help   achieve  a   greater mutual   knowledge 

of  the   Company   and   the   University. 

For the   time  being   it   is   too  #arly  to   issue an  opinion on 

its  efficiency,   although   the  efforts   it   has  been   making 

must  be   recognised:   these   have led  to   two  volumes   being 

tffcMfl 
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publiahed  listing  the  research  possibilities   and  resources 
of   the  two  Madrid  universities. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Below,   a   series   of  problems   and   possible   solutions   are 

listed,   which   reflect   our   experience   in   the   subject: 

"Industry/Official  Research  Centres   Relation"   in a  country 

which   has   recently   surpassed  the   development   barrier. 

-There  is   a  profound   discrepancy  over  the  following  facta: 

1. The  scientific  research  worker  feels  a  vocational need 
to  carry  out   research   work  on   an   internationally 
publishable   level;     tnis   need   is   normally   strengthened 
by  the  promotion   systems   established. 

2. In a   developing  nation,   the   technological   level  of 
research  tnat   can  be   used  by   industry   is   usually  low. 

He   would   like   to  list   the   following as   a  possible  solution: 

A  clear  distinction  should   be established  between   the 
Research  Centres   dedicated   to  free  research   (whether this 
be   basic   or applied)   and  those  we   shall   call   Technological 
Research  Centres,   which would develop   directed  research  work. 

The   free   Research  Centres   would  carry out  top   level  research 
tasks;   they  would  be   in close contact with  the  Universities 
and  their  benefit   towards  the  country would  mainly  come 
through an  improvement   in  teaching. 

The  Technological  Research  Centres  would  work  on  research 
programs  aimed  at  promoting   development   of  the  national 
industries.     At   these  centres,  personnel  promotion  would 
be  closely  related  with the   results  of  the  outcome  of their 
work  and  hardly   at  all on  classic  academic  type  valuation«. 
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•It   it  difficult  to gat   the  results of  a   raaaarch 
program  davalopad behind   tha  back of  tha   induatrial 
aector,   to  hava accaptabla  characteriotica  for tha 
inéuatriea*     Thii maana   either that   th«   raaaarch  cannot 
ba  uiad,   or  that a  new and  considerable  affort  muat 
aga/n  ba  made  to gat   the   results to  hava  tha character- 
iatica   demanded. 

Tha poaaibla  solution  ia   evidently to   carry out  a 
pravioua,  exhaustive  atudy   in all  caaee,   that would 
permit  clearly  fixing  the     apacificationa   to ba  ful- 
filled»   and  also the authentic  intereat   in  aanaging 
to  fulfil then. 

Fro» the  start,  the  queation  ahould  involve an induatrial 
company.     To  help towarda  tha  research  coats,  thie 
could  pay an amount  that   wculd ba approximately   50% 
of tha   expenaaa foreaaen   for tha program.     For thia 
•mount,   the  company  would  only  hava  a   right to  uae   the 
patenta,   if any, under  excluaive or merely prioritary 
conditions,   but it  ahould  pay a royalty  or  fee  for   using 
aama.     Thus,   the company   would ahow  a  much warmer   inter- 
est  in   fixing the characteristics,   in   providing the  team 
with information,  in  facilitating ita   inatallationa or 
modela   for tha  research  work. 

Thia kind of relationahip   la what we  normally uae  at 
tha  I.A. I.(   ano we  call   it   "Shared Risk*'.     It  seeme 
that  the  fact  the riak  ia   aharad, strengthens the 
relationahip. 

•Very often  the company  and  in particular  tha average 
company  la  very diatruatful of the aerioueness of tha 
Official Raaaarch Centres. 
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Üur experience as to how to resolve this question 

is as follows: 

There should be an initial contact with a person capable 

of selling the Centre's seriousness and work capacity. 

It is absolutely essential to avoid hurting the sensitive 

feelings of the industrial or those of his technical team. 

We moreover feel that in the vatit majority of cases, the 

prudent scientist is aware that he has many possibilities 

of knowing less than the specialized labourer with years 

of experience behind him, regarding the peculiarities of 

a specific manufacture. The industrial and his team should 

be convinced that they are not to be taught but helped in 

the work and that the« will all learn from this collabor- 

ation. 

The presentai-,• on 0f a PERT or Rp[) grapn ot  th%   job8 to b€ 

dona, and also a programming of the delivery dates and an 

estimate of the program made based on this ¿raph helps the 

company man to increase his confidence.  evidently these 

diagrams should at the time fulfil or reason the necessary 

changes. 

•".'*ry often the companies are faced with problems in 

industrializing the results of the research. 

We feel that the existence of a Development and Standardiz- 

ation Section, as we have defined it at the I.A.I., may 

render enormous services to industry and above all improve 

the level of understanding between the Company and the 

Centre. 
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•On the  part   of the  companies,   there   is   a  strong  need 
for services   such  as   measurementst   gages,  tests, 
reports,   etc. 

Industrial   Test  Laboratories  should  be   created at   the 
Research  Centres  to  cover  this  function.     These   labor- 
atories  are   fundamental   in a  nation's   technological 
development. 

Finally,  we  would like  to  advise that  the   I.A.I,   is   prepared 
to collaborate   in the   industrial  development programs  that 
the   ONUDI   undertakes, 

We  feel that   our  experience   in  the  organization  of  an   indust- 
rial   research   centre  could  prove  of  use. 

We  likewise   offer the  possibilicy  of  receiving  scientists 
or specialists   from developing  countries,   who are  interested 
in questions  of  the  Industrial Automatics   sector. 

« 






